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A very recent experimental observation of the K-shell Auger spectrum in atomic oxygen has been
verified theoretically by a calculation using the multiconfiguration
Hartree-Fock method. Results obtained for the energies of each of the observed transitions are in excellent agreement with the experimental measurements.
In addition, energies have been determined for the excited-state resonances of the
type 1s ~2p and the subsequent excited states to which these excitations decay. Relative intensities calculated for each of these transitions are found to be in excellent agreement with experiment.

PACS number{s}: 32.80.Hd, 32.30. —
r

The inner-shell absorption in atomic oxygen represents
a major new development in the state-of-the-art calculation of Auger processes in the atoms in the first row of
Hartreethe periodic table using the multiconfiguration
Fock (MCHF) technique. Even experimental data on the
Auger effect in the first-row elements boron through
fluorine are strongly lacking. Very recently, Caldwell
and Krause [I] performed an experimental analysis of the
E-shell Auger spectrum of atomic oxygen. Working at
the University
of Wisconsin Synchrotron Radiation
Center, they measured the Auger spectrum following removal of a 1s electron at 590 eV, well above the known E
edge of molecular oxygen at 543.2 eV. They were able to
isolate and identify 10 features of the atomic Auger spectrum and determine both energies and relative intensities
of each of these 10 features. This work represents an
effort to reproduce the spectrum theoretically and determine which features of the configuration interaction play
the most important role in the calculation of energy levels and intensities for this very important atom.
Theoretical calculations of the Auger spectrum of an
open-shell atom such as oxygen are complicated by the
fact that the correlation energy contributions are large
and thus play an important role in the determination of
the
in
this
work
We
the
employ
energy.
Hartree-Fock method [2], which promulticonfiguration
vides an excellent tool for the successive inclusion of
terms which finally reflect the important contributions to
the energy levels. We calculate the spectrum as a function of the multiplet terms occurring in both the initial
and the final states. Beginning with a simple HartreeFock scheme, we then successively add configurations in
such a way as to examine closely the dynamics of the
configuration-interaction
(CI) effects in the different
states. We include configurations with ns, np, nd, and nf
electrons to account for all the electron correlation. The
Auger spectrum is determined from the differences between the energies obtained for each of the initial and
final states.
In what follows we will present three sets of calculations, a Hartree-Fock calculation (a), in which electron
correlation is neglected, and two multiconfiguration
Hartree-Fock calculations, (b) and (c), of increasing com1050-2947/94/49(2}/S94{5)/$06. 00
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plexity. In calculation (b) all possible configurations for
each of the states generated through the single and double replacement of the two outermost orbitals with the
excited orbitals 3s, 3p, and 3d were included. All excited
radial functions were varied, including the 2s and 2p orbitals of the core. In calculation (c) the set of electrons
defining the configuration states was extended by 4s, 4p,
4d, and 4f orbitals. The MCHF calculation was then
performed by varying all the seven excited radial functions outside the core. Because of the large number of
configuration states involved in the expansion (c) for
some of the states with configurations
1s2s 2p and
1s 2s 2p, the MCHF calculation was restricted to a set
of configurations whose mixing coefficients are greater
than 0.002. Once the radial functions had been determined by the MCHF method for these restricted expancalculation was persions, a configuration-interaction
formed for the full set. The results of the different calculations are presented in Table I. Here are listed the total
energies of the different states involved in the Auger transition calculated with the three different wave-function
expansions, along with the number of configurations in
the MCHF expansions (b) and (c).
Because of the hole in the initial 0+ states and the final
+ states of the
Auger decay, there are many couplings
possible in the Auger states. As a result, many excited
configurations contribute to the electron correlation. Notice that the largest number of configurations involved
was 624 in the MCHF expansion for the Auger state
(ls ' D). A comparison of the total energies in the
different sets provides a qualitative understanding of the
electron correlation effects on the different Auger states.
It is seen from Table I that electron correlation reduces
the energy of each of the states in calculation (b). Notice
that the energies are further lowered in the expansion (c).
In Table II are given energy positions for each of the
transitions relative to the position of the most intense
peak in the atomic spectrum, chosen in the experimental
work I1] as an appropriate zero. Also included in the
Table are the energies of the Auger transitions obtained
in the experiment and those tabulated by Moore [3]. The
absolute energy for the transition 1s P~2p2p P obtained by experiment is 495.7(3) eV, which is in excellent
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TABLE I. Total energies (eV) obtained in three different calculations,

m being the number

895

of configurations

used in calculations

(b) and (c).

Energy (a.u. )

State

Configuration
1

'2s'2

1D

's
4p
2p

1s2s'2p

D

S
3p

1s 2s 2p

1D

's

's

1s 2s2p'

S
3p
1p

D
1D

P

1s 2p

MCHF

MCHF

(a)

(b)

(c)

—74.809 732
—74.729 602
—74.611 378
—54.854 326
—54.673 339
—54.689 524
—54.536 622
—73.100 565
—72.997 650
—72.846 704
—72.905 204
—72. 179 486
—72.465 056
—72. 105 091
—72.566 176
—72.204 883
—71.796 895
—71.696 906
—71.548 443

3p

4

HF

1D

's

67
53
28
98

113
125
52
37

34
21
7
14

34
27
33
23
37
34
21

agreement with the best calculated value, 494. 588 eV.
From Table II it is seen that even the HF results show
reasonable agreement with the experimental results ex1s P~2p2p S
transitions
and
for
the
cept
1s P~2s2p 'D, where the differences are large. In the
former the difference is more than 25%%uo, whereas in the
later it is 5.5%. The effect of correlation in the expansion
(b) reduces the differences between the theory and the experiment except for the transition 1s P~2p2p P. Com-

—74.945 859
—74.869 006
—74.790 297
—54.991 788
—54.804 523
—54.829 248
—54.727 861
—73. 196 186
—73.096 254
—72.991 893
—72.935 060
—72.284 962
—72.539 410
—72.213 862
—72.644 639
—72.326 103
—71 895 022
—71.825 910
—71.613 163
~

—74.980 645
—74.906 783
—74.825 610
—55.025 755
—54.845 444
—54. 868 062
—54.763 375
—73.209 125
—73.115 311
—73.011 112
—72.940 072
—72.304 011
—72.558 112
—72.240 341
—72.661 237
—72.349 451
—71.910 945
—71.843 636
—71.633 959

312
260
102
442

516
624
211
147
148
70
22
51
147
111
160

110
147
148

70

parison between the results obtained with sets (b) and (c)
shows that the agreement with the later expansion is
better. Table II also shows that the best results, (c), are
in excellent agreement with the experimental measurement [l] and also with the results from Moore [3] for
each of the Auger transitions.
Experimentally, Auger decay was observed solely from
the initial states of 0+ ( P) and ( P). Auger transitions
are also possible from the decay of 0+ ( D) and ( S)

TABLE II. Energies (eV) of the components of the Auger spectrum of atomic oxygen obtained in three different calculations.
Energy difference

Transition
1s P~2p2p
1s P~2p2p
1s P ~2s2p
1s P~2s2p
1s P ~2s2p
1s ~P~2s2p
1s P~2s2p
1s P ~2s2p
1s 'P~2s2s
+2s2s
1s P —
1s P~2p2p
1s P ~2p2p
1s P ~2s2p
1s P~2s2s
1s P~2s2s
1s 2D~2p2p
1s S~2p2p

'P
P

S
D

P
1D

'S
S

'P
P

'D

S
P
'D

'S

HF

MCHF

MCHF

(a)

(b)

(c)

4.922 85
0.0

—5.313 811
—14.535 367
—17.285 831
—19.439 682
—20. 130 481
—25.053 335
—30.530 172
—35.453 024
—2.799 261
—6.904 992
—27.076 866
—38. 179 498
—42.217 691

3P

4.482 642

P

8.641 576

5.093 61
0.0
—7. 102 600

(eV)

4.90449
0.0
—7.318 242

—15.002 051
—17.864 280
—18.572 622
—19.691 658
—24.785 266
—30.298 026
—35.391 634
—2.718 123
—5.556 770
—26.719 186
—37.271 480
—43.058 198

—14.902 554
—17.707 554
—18.478 646
—19.714 642
—24.619 672
—30.406 010
—35.310 496
—2.551 741
—5.385 954
—26.350 925
—37. 141 301
—42.844 515

4.421 088
7. 178 814

4.289 250
7. 136 736

Decays for which energies are not listed had no intensity in the experiment; experimental

Experiment'

Moore

4.87
0.0
—7. 13

4.87
0.0
—7.452

—14.86
—17.62
—18.42
—19.59
—24.39
—30.24
—35.04

errors are given in Table

—14.857
—17.627
—18.295
—19.540
—24.410
—30.299
—35. 169
—2.487
—5.327
—26.061
—36.947
—42. 527
III.
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states, which could not be observed in the experiment, a
not surprising result when one considers the fact that the
ionization occurred solely from the P ground state of the
oxygen. Theoretically, we calculated the relative positions of the Auger spectra from these two D and S
states, and these are also reported in Table II, in addition
to those resulting from nonradiative decay of the P and
P initial states. Further experimental work with ionization from a mixture of all possible initial states of the oxygen would be desirable in order to verify the theoretical
predictions. All other relative energies for which experimental results are not available are, however, in excellent
agreement with the data from Moore [3].
Finally, in order to check the convergence of the total
energy of some of the states, we extended the calculation
further than expansion (c) to include the configuration
states generated from the excited orbitals 5s, 5p, 5d, and
5f. We found that the total energy changes at most in
the third decimal place. This observation shows that the
relative energy converged very well with calculation (c).
In Table III we compare the energies for each of the transitions with the available theoretical results obtained by
Armen and Larkins [4] and Chen [5]. Larkins performed
Hartree-Fock calculation of energies for each of the
Auger transitions. His results are similar to our present
Hartree-Fock values. Our Hartree-Fock results for the
energies are very close to his results, but when compared
to the present best MCHF calculations, his results show
differences with the present results, the maximum
for the two transitions
found
differences
being
ls P~2s2p'S and ls P~2s2p 'D. Chen [5] made a
Dirac-Fock (MCDF) calculation for
multiconfiguration
the energies of the components of the Auger spectrum of
atomic oxygen. His calculations included initial-ionicstate and final-ion-state configuration interaction and in
intermediate coupling but no final continuum channel
coupling. His results are lower than the present best results except for a transition 1s "P~2s2p 'S where his re-
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suits are higher. It is also seen from Table III that his results are also lower than those obtained by Armen and
Larkins for each of the transitions. Nicolaides and Beck
[6] calculated the Auger energy for the transition

1s2s 2p

P~ ls

2p

P

of atomic oxygen. They obtained accurate results by
combining theoretical values of the total energies and the
1s electron binding energy, which include the effects of
electron correlation and relativity, with experimental optical data for the binding energy of the valence electrons.
Their Auger energy for this transition was 460.5 eV,
which is in excellent agreement with the experimental
value, 460.75 eV, and compares very well with the
present result, 459.28 eV. Comparison of energies obtained in this work for the components of the Auger
spectrum of atomic oxygen with other existing theoretical results presented in Table III shows that the present
results are in best agreement with the experiment and
also with the optical data obtained from Moore.
%e also calculated the Auger width for each of the
transitions. From the width we calculated the relative intensity for each component of the Auger spectra. The
procedure adopted in the present investigation is to determine the MCHF wave functions for the 0+(ls ') P and
P states using wave functions of each of the decaying
O + ions separately as input, keeping the core wave func+ ions the same for the initial state. The
tions of the
corresponding continuum wave functions for each of the
decaying states are determined in the single configuration
+ ionic states and they are
formed with the respective
made orthogonal with the excited virtual orbitals. These
continuum wave functions are then used to determine the
widths of the spectral features. Table IV compares the
relative intensities of the Auger spectrum of oxygen calculated in the MCHF approximation with experiment
and with other available theoretical results. The results

0

0

TABLE III. Comparison of energies of the components of the Auger spectrum of atomic oxygen.
AE (eV)
This
work

Transition
1s P —
+2p2p
1s P ~2p2p
1s P~2s2p
1s P ~2s2p
1s P ~2s2p
1s P~2s2p
1s ~P~2s2p
1s P ~2s2p
1s 2P~2s2s
+2s2s
1s P —

P
P

'P

D

P
'D

'S
S
'P
3P

Larkins'

Experiment'

+ 4.905

+ 4.67

+ 4.7

0.0
—7.318

0.0

0.0
—6. 1
—15.2
—18.0
—20.4
—21.2
—25.9
—32.2
—36.9

—14.903
—17.708

—18.479

—19.715
—24.620

—30.406
—35.310

—5.30
—14.51
—17.28

—19.69
—20.38
—25.05
—30.79
—35.46

+ 4.87(8)

0.0'
—7. 13(40)

—14.86(5)
—17.62(13)
—18.42(18)
—19.59(12)
—24. 39(7)
—30.24(3)
—35.04(8)

'Hartree-Fock
bMCDF.
'Reference 1.
Optical data.
'Taken from the Moore tables with the experimental splitting of 4.87 eV added.
'The experimental energy for this transition is 495.7(3) eV.

Moore
4 87'

0.0

—7.452
—14.857
—17.627
—18.295'
—19.540'
—24.410
—30.299'
—35. 169
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TABLE IV. Comparison of relative decay strengths of the components of the Auger spectrum of
atomic oxygen.
Relative intensity

This
work

Transition
1s P~2p2p P
1s P ~2p2p P
1s P ~2s2p S
1s P~2s2p D
1s P ~2s2p P
1s P ~2s2p 'D
1s P~2s2p'S
1s P ~2s2p S
1s 'P~2s2s 'P
1s P~2s2s'P

Experiment'

1.290
3.050
0. 141
1.000
0.485
0. 130
0.506
0. 174
0.586
0.636

1.4(2)
3.0(7)
0. 18(6)
1.00
0.44(4)
0. 16(3)
0.58(5)
0.20(2)
0.50(5)
0.64(1)

Chenb

Petrini'

0.79
1.61

1.743
2.000

0.25

0. 157
1.000

1.00
0.59
0. 14
0.40

0.545
0.210
0.812
0.218
0.941
0.683

0.24
0.41
0.83

'Reference 1.
bMCDF.
'Eigenchannel.

are presented relative to the 1s P —
+2s2p D transition.
It is found that the present results for each of the transitions agree very well with experiment. The theoretical
results obtained by Chen [5] using MCDF approximations are lower for a few transitions and higher for others. Petrini and de Araujo [7] calculated relative intensities of Auger spectrum of oxygen using the eigenchannel
method. Their results for several transitions are closer to
the present results and experiment than those obtained by
Chen.
Very recently, experiments by Caldwell and co-workers
[8) isolated the

ls 2s 2p

(

P)~ls2s

2p (

P)

excitation in atomic oxygen at 527.2 eV and observed its
radiationless decay. We performed calculations for the
wave function and energies of the resonance state
1s2s 2p P and its corresponding
Auger ionic final
states. We included configurations generated by the single and double replacement of all the orbitals with the excited orbitals 3s, 3p, 3d, 4s, 4p, 4d, and 4f. A large number of configurations contributed to the energies of the
resonance state and its corresponding Auger final states.

To obtain the intensities

of the resonance Auger spectrum, we follow the same procedure as adopted in the
calculation of the Auger spectrum of atomic oxygen. We
performed the MCHF calculations for the wave functions
of the resonance state using the wave functions of each of
the 0+ ions to which the resonance state decays as input
and keeping the core wave functions of different 0+ ion
states the same for the resonance state. The continuum
wave functions corresponding to each of the Auger decay
states were calculated in the single configuration of
respective 0+ ions and then used them to calculate the
resonance Auger width for each of the transitions. The
energies and the relative intensities of each of the resonance Auger transitions are displayed in Table V. Experimental results [8] are included for comparison.
It is
found that the resonance Auger energies for each of the
transitions obtained in the MCHF approximation are in
excellent agreement with the experiment. The relative intensities are also compared with experiment in the same
table. The experimental results [8] are available relative
to the

P~ls

1s2p 2p

2s 2p

D

TABLE V. Oxygen 1s ~2p resonance Auger energies and relative intensities.
Kinetic energies (eV)
Final 0+
configuration
2$ 2p

D

2s 22' 3 2P
2s2p44P
2s2p4 2D
2s2p4 2S

2s2p4'P
2p5 2P

This
work

509.54
507.84
498.04
492. 11
488.33
485. 83
474. 13

Experiment'

510.12
508.44
498.52
492.86
489.21
487. 13
474. 32

'Reference 1.
The uncertainty in the absolute measured kinetic energies is

Relative intensities
This
work

100
56.9
13.6
31.6

7.0
22.0
23.4

+0.2 eV.

(%)

Experiment'

100
55. 1(1.9)

13.0(7)
34.8(1.3)
6.9(5)
21.9( 1.0)
24.0(1. 1)
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cays. In the case of resonance Auger decay electron
correlations are found to be extremely important in both
the initial resonance state and the final ionic states. The
agreement between the present result and the experiment
shows that the effect of electron correlation, which is extremely important in the present calculation of energies
and relative intensities, has been taken into account accurately.

transition. Theoretical results are also presented relative
to this transition. From the Table it is found that present
results for relative intensities agree very well with the experiment.
The present calculation of the Auger spectrum of
atomic oxygen suggests that, in order to obtain accurate
results for the Auger transition energies, electron correlations must be taken into account very carefully. Although Auger transition energies obtained in the HF calculation shown in Table III agree reasonably well with
the experiment except for the iwo transitions mentioned,
inclusion of electron correlation makes the theoretical
and the experimental Auger transition energies very close
to each other. In the calculation of relative intensities, it
is important to use the different ionic state wave functions for the core of the initial ionic states of the resonance state to calculate the widths of different Auger de-
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